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2015 is off to a slow start. Work and research are plodding along 
within the walls of CNMA and outside in the cold and wet of 
monitoring trenches in downtown Santa Fe. If anyone has an 
overly romantic view of archaeology, a day with Jessica, Rick 
and others will add a dose of reality to that perception.

 This year will mark a hiatus in our Chiles and Sherds event. 
The venues are what make Chiles and Sherds successful and 
coming up with a venue can be challenging. Intellectual and 
visual interest have to coincide with the logistical demands 
of managing 100-200 participants, not to mention having a 
landowner or agency that is willing to put up with the attention 
and possible inconvenience. There are sites I would like to bring 
into the Chiles and Sherds cycle, but they require an alignment 
of variables that simply wasn’t possible this year.

 The lecture series has also lapsed. Venue costs and covering 
the travel expenses of out-of-town speakers resulted in losses 
for our recent series. The lectures were viable when we had free 
access to the Jean Cocteau Theater and could keep overhead 
low, but now we would have to price the tickets sufficiently high 
that many of you would have second thoughts.

 Out of this adversity comes experimentation. We are re 
initiating the bag lunch series at CNMA, starting with one 
presentation a month. If interest exceeds the size of our conference 
room, we’ll look for inexpensive, larger venues in town.

 Finally, a very heartfelt expression of thanks to all of you 
who have donated in support of our education and research 
programs. We have a strong basis for budgeting going 
into the year, and we will provide progress reports on our 
accomplishments in future newsletters. 
                  --Eric

Brown Bag Lunches at CNMA

March 17, 2015
The “Pottery Typology Project” 
C. Dean Wilson, OAS Ceramicist

An ongoing endeavor by C. Dean Wilson, the “Pottery Ty-
pology Project” focuses on the description and classification 
of ceramic types recovered from archaeological contexts 
in New Mexico. Mr. Wilson will speak about what he has 
learned by creating this exhaustive on-line compendium, 
which is the first of its kind. Mr. Wilson has been working 
with ceramics from the southwest for over 25 years. He is 
an expert on prehistoric and historic pottery types found in 
New Mexico and has both broad and specific knowledge 
from which he is able to infer an assemblage’s temporal 
component as well as cultural association. 

April 14, 2015
Interpreting Sacred Ridge
Ann Stodder PhD, OAS Osteologist/Archaeologist

Dr. Stodder describes the bio-archaeological analysis of the 
victims of the AD 820 massacre at the Sacred Ridge site, 
and the ongoing efforts to understand the precedents for this 
event and its long term impact on treatment of the dead by 
Ancestral Puebloan people in the Mesa Verde Region. Dr. 
Stodder is an adjunct Associate Professor of Anthropology, 
University of New Mexico, an Associate Editor for Interna-
tional Journal of Paleopathology and a Research Associate 
at The Field Museum. 

Friends of Archaeology and Office of Archaeological Studies 
are pleased to announce resumption of Brown Bag Talks. 
Talks will take place at Center for New Mexico Archaeol-
ogy at 12 noon on Tuesdays in the CNMA conference room. 
Center for New Mexico Archaeology; (7 Old Cochiti Rd.) is 
located off of Caja Del Rio Rd. across from Challenge New 
Mexico on the way to the Santa Fe Municipal Golf Course. 
Take 599 to the South Meadows Road exit, continue through 
the traffic circle west along the frontage road to Caja del Rio 
road. CNMA is on the left-hand side of the road--the large 
building with white sail-like structures on the roof. 

(CONTINUED on page 7)

The Future
Friends of Archaeology has always been a bootstrap up organi-
zation, and this sense of adventure and commitment to educa-
tion still drives participation in FOA. But adventures, research 
and education need planning, and you are the engine. Friends of 
Archaeology is looking for board members. If you can attend a 
board meeting every other month and maybe pitch in some time 
towards helping the organization run please contact Ann Noble 
(505) 471-2351.



ously as we pass, goats and dogs always, a too thin horse, the 
fields go straight up the sides of hills. Calakmul and we are 
in the head of the serpent - well-chosen and knowledge-laden 
local guides provide deeper insight and deeper enfolding. 
Questions from The 22 are thoughtful. Time begins to change. 
Rosa, never an aspiring drill sergeant, discards the watch and at 
Palenque, Chaac gives up and we wander wherever. A superb 
museum with a frieze of Pakal’s coronation that robs one of 
breath. Mayan artistry from the Pre-Classic to the present. On 
the long road to the market in San Cristobal de las Casas - hui-
pol-clad woman walking beside the road - art from then to now, 
worn on someone's back or sitting quietly in a display case is 
central to this trip. It always takes us further into the culture of 
the Maya as do the jungle-walled rivers moving us quietly into 
a more distant past. We are drawn to visit more ruins, even the 
ones for which we don't have time. Satiated? Not yet. 

 And the temple steps - wider, narrower, higher, more slip-
pery when moss-covered - as a group we step up and up and up 
and it occurs to one that we are always moving toward heaven. 
No shirkers, no whiners, just up. The views from the summits 
stunning and in some cases magical. At Yaxchilan the gods 
have reserved the jungle-covered morning visit for our band 
alone. But the day before, Day 7 (“Caban” a power day), the 
Lacandon guide at Bonampak tells us of his first visit here with 
his father. One imagines son and father praying before climbing 

This trip almost did not happen. Shelved at 4 people, then 6 
people for weeks - we needed 19. The gods of the 13 levels of 
the Mayan heaven met. Copal incense wafted and cacao was 
served while talk proceeded endlessly. Such is the way of god 
meetings. “God, I hate god meetings,” thought Quetzalcoatl, 
ruminating to himself. Finally, he spoke. Every god listened. 
“They need to come. Find more people.” The gods, rising as 
one, moved rapidly to follow the order - except for Chaac who, 
nose-elevated, grumbled, “All right, but I'm gonna rain on 'em.” 

 And rain on us he did. The 22 cosmically silver-tubed to 
Merida where the Chaac-inspired deluge dampened no spir-
its. We meet Gabriel, the captain of the piece-of-sky-blue bus, 
which will transport us in more than one fashion into a culture 
past and present that is initially perhaps beyond our concep-
tion. A great group - excitement, intelligence, stamina, the zest 
to explore and learn, humor, always humor; and eventually, a 
coherence rare in groups of this size. Quetzalcoatl is satisfied - 
the gods relax. Chaac continues to do his thing - he snorts at us 
at Kabah.

 
Rosa keeping time (which calendar?) says “Vamos”. We slower 
ones lag a bit, emulating Gary's John Wayne walk. Gabriel, 
smiling, polished, always at the ready, moves the sky-blue to 
Uxmal turning impossible corners as if he was the sharpest of 
obsidian blades. The rain abates and we are in the midst of an 
astro-connected order. The ruins rise above beautifully kept 
lawns. Transported, we wander. Rosa's timepiece becomes 
heavier - the first of many wonderful meals at the Hacienda 
Ochil. Onward in the sky-blue. 
 
 What was a bus becomes an observation platform, a piece 
of sky moving into Maya country - thatched roofs, mothers 
carrying babies in shawls, old men speaking slowly in front of 
small groceries, children in school uniforms looking up curi-

A Cultural Enfolding: Yucatan, La Ruta
By Jerry Cooke FOA trip participant

Watercolor from the site of Yaxchilan by Dave Brewer. 

The group's first climb up difficult Mayan 
steps at Kabah.
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Dr. Timothy D. Maxwell
Tim Maxwell resigned quietly from the Friends of Archae-
ology Board the other day. We feel his departure as a keen 
loss, but there is a marvelous line from Dan Hicks and the 
Hot Licks that is appropriate: “How can I miss you when 
you won’t go away …” I’d paraphrase that in Tim’s case 
as “How can we appreciate you until you go away …” It is 
sad in a way to realize how much we owe Tim while how 
unaware most of us are of the breadth of that debt.
 
 This isn’t an obituary. Tim is still Director Emeritus 
of OAS, he is President of the Santa Fe Archaeological 
Society, he is active in archaeological research, and he now 
has a little more time for travel, his family, and his music. 
What the membership of FOA should know is that Tim 
has been with the organization from the beginning, work-
ing with Doc Weaver to found the Friends of Archaeology 
in the early 1990s. Tim built the initial core of support for 
FOA, arguing and even fighting for the existence of the 
group both within the Museum of New Mexico and within 
the Museum of New Mexico Foundation. He initiated the 
FOA endowment, he developed the first holiday party as an 
experiment that has become a valued tradition of the orga-
nization, he promoted the first of many lecture series, and 
he supported Dick Schmeal and Steve Post in designing 
the first Chiles and Sherds event. He has led innumerable 
trips, delivered lectures, and has provided decades of wise 
counsel.
 
 We have a vacancy on the board that needs to be filled, 
but more importantly, we need to embrace the loss with an 
appreciation of Tim’s remarkable if not seminal contribu-
tions to the organization!

THANK YOU, TIM! 

- Eric Blinman, and all of us at OAS and FOA

Maya and Chiapas
slowly, the boy holding his father's hand as his legs step high. 
More prayer and copal is lit before entering this sacred place. 
We are honored by this culture in repeating their/our first visit. 
Our response to the murals is awe. We enter and are immersed. 
Quetzalcoatl hovers. Even Chaac is pleased. 

 It is this full cultural immersion and deepening of the 
insight that such OAS tours (with some help from the gods) 
provide. For a brief time The 22 were enfolded into more than 
2000 years of a people who are often referred to as enduring. 
An apt word, but not enough. This OAS experience, beautifully 
planned and facilitated by Rosa, Gary, and Tim, was not simply 
about architecture and art - it was about the ongoing cultural 
development of a people - it was archaeology that lives and 
breathes. The Maya know how to wait much better than we do. 
There is a quiet grace to their waiting. In San Cristobal on my 
daily walk to the sky-blue I would see the same white-shawled, 
noble, Zuniga-visaged vieja sitting quietly against the same 
wall on the same street corner. She held a tin cup and each day 
I stopped and dropped a 5-peso piece into the cup. Her gracias 
was a broad semi-toothed smile. I could not help but notice 
that, each time, I was bowing. 

Upcoming Trips:

Friends of Archaeology activity committee is finalizing details 
of two field trips that will take place this fall: 

El Camino Real / Spaceport / September 2015

Chama Valley / October 2015

Please check nmarchaeology.org and museumfoundation.org/
friends-archaeology for forthcoming details.



Trip Announcements

The Friends of Archaeology and the OAS, thanks to the invitation of Dr. Stan Berryman, 
archaeologist for the White Sands Military Reservation¸ is offering an extremely rare opportu-
nity to enter restricted territory to tour the Hembrillo battle site. Our group archaeologist/guide 
Dr. Karl Laumbach is a New Mexico native who currently serves as Principal Investigator and 
Associate Director for Human Systems Research, Inc. Karl has overseen hundreds of projects 
throughout New Mexico, including the survey and research at Hembrillo starting in 1988, and 
resulting in a book Hembrillo: An Apache Battlefield of the Victorio War (2000).

 Karl not only will conduct a tour of the site 
on Saturday, but will also present an after-dinner 
lecture at the Posta de Mesilla Restaurant in Las 
Cruces on Friday night. The restaurant is located 
in an 18th century adobe building that is the only 
surviving stagecoach station of the Butterfield 
Overland Mail route from Tipton, Missouri, to 
San Francisco. Saturday’s tour will also include 
a 15th-17th century agave roasting pit (excavated 
by Karl in 2003) and some well-preserved panels 
of Apache rock art. Following his extensive work 
at Hembrillo, Karl left many artifacts in-situ, 
such as cartridge casings and horseshoes, so that 
participants get the sense of having “been there” 
at the time of the battle. On Sunday’s return, the 
group will likely tour the Three Rivers petroglyph 
site as well.

 The Hembrillo battle was precipitated in 
the summer of 1879 by uneasy relations between 

civil and military authorities and the Chihenne (Warm Springs) Apaches, who resided on the 
San Carlos Reservation in Arizona. During this time Victorio, the headman of the Chihenne had 
been negotiating with the United States Military to return his people to the Ojo Caliente, their 
traditional homeland in northern New Mexico territory. But, negotiations had stalled and word 
was out that Victorio would be jailed and hanged. As civil authorities closed in on a late August 
evening, Victorio and 60 Chihenne warriors left San Carlos, eventually gathering more warriors 
to reach a strength of 150 men who fought a relentless guerilla war with the 6th and 9th Caval-
ries, scattered infantry, and White Mountain Apache scouts.

 On April 6 of 1880, Victorio and his band were resting in the Hembrillo basin of the San 
Andres Mountains when they were discovered by a total of 71 Buffalo soldiers and two guides 
who entered Hembrillo Canyon under the command of Captain Henry Carroll. A two day battle 
ensued. At first the Apache band seemed to be winning, but on the second day the battle turned 
when reinforcements to the cavalry appeared causing the Apaches to retreat to a nearby ridge. 
The Battle of Hembrillo was the first stage in Victorio’s campaign which led to eventual defeat 
by Mexican troops in 1880 in the Tres Castillos Mountains. 

Transportation: Carpool from Santa Fe or Albuquerque or individual arrangements, arriving at 
Las Cruces by 5:30 PM, Friday, April 3, with dinner at 7:00 PM, La Posta de Mesilla, 2410 Calle de 
San. Dinner at La Posta de Mesilla, $16.29 w/tax. Albino, Mesilla NM 88046, 575-524-3524.

Trip Rating: Easy with minimal 
hiking (less than ¼ mile).

Cost: FOA Members $165, Non 
FOA members $175, ($100 tax 
deductible). Includes box lunch 
on Saturday. 

Lodging: A group rate has been 
arranged for Friday/Saturday 
night lodging at the Best West-
ern Mission Inn in Las Cruces 
($81.50, double or single, incl. 
tax, breakfast provided),1765 S. 
Main St. Las Cruces, NM 88005 
(575) 524-8591.

Limit: 20 participants.

Reserve a place: 7:00 am, Tues-
day, February 24, 505-982-7799, 
ext.5

Hembrillo: An Apache Battlefield of the Victorio War
Friday-Sunday, April 3- 5, 2015

Victorio Chihenne Apache Chief
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Los Aguajes Pueblo and Surroundings:  
An Archaeological Landscape 
Saturday, May 16, 2015

First identified by Adolph Bandelier in 1883, Los Aguajes Pueblo (LA 5), near Tetilla 
Peak south of Santa Fe, is a treasure of landscape archaeology. Los Aguajes (“the 
water traps”) was referred to by Gwynn Vivian (unpublished report) as a “frontier 
pueblo” dating from ca. 1450-1500. “Frontier” because no existing pueblos at the time 
of Vivian’s report claimed it ancestrally. Catalyzed by Dr. James Snead's book Land-
scapes of Pueblo Archaeology and supervised by Mike Bremer, Archaeologist for the 
National Forest Service, volunteers Bill Davis and Jerry Cooke have been involved for 
four summer seasons in the identification and GPS mapping of over 35 km of trails in 
this area, with more to be done in the future.
 
On May 16, Mike, Bill, and Jerry will lead a tour of the Aguajes landscape. On the 
approximate 3-mile (easy to moderate) hike we will view the pueblo itself, fieldhouse 
structures, agricultural features, local shrines, a world shrine, petroglyphs and 2 large 
lithic fields that date from the Archaic to the Aguajes periods. We also will trace some 
ancestral trails to discover how they connect to the pueblo. 

 The trip will be a full day starting at 8:00 am and ending about 4:30 pm. Car-pool-
ing will be necessary in high-clearance 4-wheel drive vehicles (the road into Aguajes 
is very rough). Participants will be asked to bring their own lunch and 2 one-liter 
bottles of water.

Note: If there is rain on May 16 or up to 2 days before, the trip will need to be 
rescheduled because the road will be impassable.

National Archaeology Day
Saturday October 17, 2015 
Join us for tours of the Center for New Mexico Archaeology. This is your chance to throw an atlatl, learn 
how to flint-knap and grind corn. A family friendly event. Free! Please check nmarchaeology.org and mu-
seumfoundation.org/friends-archaeology for updates.

FOA Holiday Auction 
Sunday November 1, 2015
Hotel Santa Fe. Our annual holiday party and auction. Come find the perfect gift for that hard-to-shop for 
friend. Proceeds support the projects and work of OAS archaeologists. Tickets are $20 which includes a 
light buffet and a drink. Please check nmarchaeology.org and museumfoundation.org/friends-archaeology 
for updates and reservation information.

Trip Rating: Moderate

Cost to FOA members is $85;  
non-members $95. 

Sign-up begins at 7:00am on 
Tuesday March 31, 2015 by calling 
505-982-7799 x 6. 

This trip is limited to  
20 participants. 



Book Review

Please join me in welcoming a marvelous new source of infor-
mation on eighteenth-century Spanish Colonial New Mexico: 
Spanish Colonial Lives: Documents from the Spanish Colonial 
Archives of New Mexico, 1705-1774, by Linda Tigges, editor 
and J. Richard Salazar, translator (2013). Published by Sun-
stone Press of Santa Fe and widely available, this thorough and 
detailed compendium of translated Spanish documents is writ-
ten at and supported by the highest level of scholarly research, 
while also being completely accessible to the lay-reader. The 
sample of Spanish documents selected by the authors brings to 
life the troubles, trials, and triumphs of eighteenth century life 
in New Mexico.
 

 The authors have loaded their book with all of the most 
useful and important historical information and sources. For 
readers less familiar with eighteenth-century Spanish Colonial 
New Mexico, a Historical Introduction provides setting and 
context relative to settlement and demography, military aspects, 
civil government, and economy and trade. With the background 
set, the selection of 54 documents is presented in chronological 
order from the early resettlement of New Mexico following the 
Reconquest to the legal disputes and military affairs of a mature 
colony that by the 1770s has developed a distinct identity. The 
documents are presented with a synopsis, English translation, 
Spanish transcription, biographical notes, and detailed foot-
notes. The translated documents are further supported by maps 
and illustrations, a bibliography, glossary of Spanish terms and 
English translations, and an index.

 With so much material to choose from, how did the authors 
decide what to include? In the Preface, their stated general 
criteria for selecting material for the volume were, “… that the 
documents reflect something about the everyday lives of the 
New Mexicans, have historical significance, and tell a good 
story.” From the beginning of the book, their goals are resound-
ingly accomplished. The first two documents are from the first 
decade of the eighteenth-century. Immediately capturing the 
reader’s interest, the documents bring to life the tenuous status 
of the bare-bones colony re-established after the Reconquista 
of Santa Fe following the Pueblo Revolt. Beset by debilitating 
Apache and Navajo raids and unfair trade competition from 
the south, the colonists seek military supplies and might, hope 
to live in less fear, and strive to improve their poor standard of 
living. Through these stories, the reader enters into the world of 
New Mexicans of the eighteenth century, as they seek justice or 
receive punishment and strive to secure their families, homes, 
and livelihood from the threat of economic inequality and 
deprivation. While following the events, proceedings, and ex-
ploits, we are transported to all parts of the New Mexico colony 
including Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Chimayó and Laguna, and, 
even travel along El Camino Real and to Mexico City. 

Linda Tigges and Richard Salazar have given us all a great 
gift by opening up a portal to New Mexico’s past in such a 
rich and accomplished manner. If you are a student, scholar, or 
reader of New Mexico history and own this book, you already 
know its value. If you are looking to add a good read and great 
reference to your personal or professional New Mexico history 
library or bookshelf, make this your next purchase. You will 
be glad you did. 

Spanish Colonial Lives
Linda Tigges, Editor and J. Richard Salazar, Translator
Book review by Stephen Post, OAS Research Associate
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Office of Archaeological Studies
  The Office of Archaeological Studies (OAS) 
was the first museum program of its kind in the 
United States. Its staff conducts international field 
and laboratory research, offers educational op-
portunities for school groups and civic organiza-
tions and works to preserve, protect and interpret 
New Mexico’s prehistoric and historic sites.
If you would like to know more about OAS,
please see our website:
www.nmarchaeology.org

Friends of Archaeology
  The Friends of Archaeology is a support group 
of the Museum of New Mexico Foundation for 
the Museum of New Mexico, Office of Archaeo-
logical Studies.

Mission Statement
  The mission of the Friends of Archaeology is 
to support the Office of Archaeological Studies 
in the achievement of its archaeological services 
mandate from the state of New Mexico by par-
ticipation in and funding of research 
and education.

Friends of Archaeology Board

Officers

Chair: Rotating* 
Treasurer: Linda Mowbray

Board Members

Charmay Allred
Lee Balick
Joyce Blalock
Jerry Cooke
Guadalupe Martinez
Kathleen McRee
Pamela Misener 
Bob Mizerak (activities)
Ann Noble*
Richard Schmeal 
Sherill Spaar
Eric Blinman (OAS Director) 
Jennifer Kilbourn (FOA Coordinator)

May 19, 2015
Comanche Elders Nearly Forgotten 
Mary Weahkee, OAS archaeologist

Last March Mary Weahkee traveled to Fort Sill Oklahoma as 
part of a team that assisted the Comanche Nation in document-
ing and bounding an ancestral burial area. Ms. Weahkee will 
talk about that process. Mary Weahkee works at OAS as an ar-
chaeologist and educator. She is a member of both Santa Clara 
Pueblo and the Comanche Nation.

Brown Bag Lunches at CNMA
(CONTINUED from page 1)

Recent OAS 2014 Publications

Triple Six at Twin Lakes: Data Recovery Results from Five Sites 
along US 666, McKinley County, New Mexico (AN 394), by Ste-
phen A. Lakatos

From Acequias to Industry: the Archaeology of Neighborhood and 
Infrastructure at the Santa Fe Railyard (AN 422), by Jessica A. 
Badner, Matthew J. Barbour and Chris T. Wenker

Executive Office Building: Further Explorations in the Capitol 
Complex Historic Neighborhood (AN 444), by Matthew J. Barbour

In the Shadow of Standing Mountain: An Archaeological Survey of 
the Northern Portion of Cookes Range (AN 445), by Matthew J. 
Barbour, Susan M. Moga and Donald E Tatum

10,000 years of Transient Occupation in the Jornada del Muerto: 
Excavations at Eight Sites at the Spaceport America Facility (AN 
453), by James L. Moore and Nancy J. Akins

The Results of Archaeological Test Excavations on 1.6 acres of 
Land within LA 144329 in the Griffin/Grant Triangle Historic 
Neighborhood (AN 455), by Matthew J. Barbour

2015

LA 159879: A Late Archaic/Early Agricultural Period Site in the 
Mimbres Bolson, near Deming, Luna County, New Mexico (AN 
456), by Nancy J. Akins, Matthew J. Barbour, Robert Dello-Russo 
and Stephen Lentz

www.nmarchaeology.org/publications.html
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